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Abstract
Pushdown Systems (PDSs) has become an important paradigm
for program analysis. Indeed, recent work has shown a deep con-
nection between inter-procedural dataflow analysis for sequential
programs and the model checking problem for PDSs. A natural
extension of this framework to the concurrent domain hingeson
the, somewhat less studied, problem of model checking Interact-
ing Pushdown Systems. In this paper, we therefore focus on the
model checking of Interacting Pushdown Systems synchronizing
via the standard primitives - locks, rendezvous and broadcasts, for
rich classes of temporal properties - both linear and branching time.
We formulate new algorithms for model checking interactingPDSs
for important fragments of LTL and the Mu-Calculus. Additionally,
we also delineate precisely the decidability boundary for each of
the standard synchronization primitives thereby settlingthe prob-
lem.

1. Introduction
In recent years, Pushdown Systems (PDSs) has emerged as a pow-
erful, unifying framework for efficiently encoding inter-procedural
dataflow analysis. Given a sequential program, abstract interpreta-
tion is first used to get a finite representation of the controlpart
of the program while recursion is modeled using a stack. Push-
down systems then provide a natural framework to model such
abstractly interpreted structures. A PDS has a finite control part
corresponding to the valuation of the variables of the program
and a stack which provides a means to model recursion. Dataflow
analysis then exploits the fact that the model checking problem
for PDSs is decidable for very expressive classes of properties -
both linear and branching time (cf. [1, 17]). Not only has this
powerful framework been useful in encoding the many different
dataflow analyses but has, in many cases, led to strictly more
expressive dataflow frameworks than those provided by classical
inter-procedural dataflow analysis. Many variants of the basic PDS
model like Weighted Pushdown System [16], Extended Weighted
Pushdown System [11], etc., have been proposed and applied to
various application domains thus highlighting (i) the deepconnec-
tion between dataflow analysis and the model checking problem
for PDSs, and (ii) the usefulness of PDSs as a natural model for
program analysis.

However, most of this work has focused only on the analysis
of sequential programs. Analogous to the sequential case, inter-
procedural dataflow analysis for concurrent multi-threaded pro-
grams can be formulated as a model checking problem for inter-
acting PDSs. But, there has only been limited work on the model
checking of interacting PDSs. Early work focused on the model
checking of PDSs interacting via pairwise rendezvous. While for a
single PDS the model checking problem is efficiently decidable for
very expressive logics, it was shown in [15] that even simpleprop-
erties like reachability become undecidable for systems with only
two threads but where the threads synchronize using CCS-style
pairwise rendezvous. In [10], an even stronger result was given.
It was shown that the model checking problem for even pairwise
reachability, and hence multi-indexed LTL formulae, is undecid-
able, in general, even for systems with just two PDSs synchronizing
via locks.

However, the more important contribution of [10] was that the
problem of deciding simple pairwise reachability for the practi-
cally important paradigm of PDSs interacting via nested locks was
shown to be efficiently decidable. In [9], the decidability result
for PDSs synchronizing via nested locks was further extended to
single-index LTL properties. These results demonstrate that there
are important fragment of temporal logics and useful modelsof
interacting PDSs for which efficient decidability results can be ob-
tained. It is important that such fragments be identified foreach of
the standard synchronization primitives. Indeed, formulating effi-
cient algorithms for model checking interacting Pushdown Systems
lies at the core of scalable data flow analysis for concurrentpro-
grams. Furthermore, of fundamental importance also is the need to
delineate precisely the decidability/undecidability boundary of the
model checking problem for PDSs interacting via the standard syn-
chronization primitives. Indeed, there is currently little work on un-
derstanding exactly where the decidability/undecidability boundary
of the model checking problem for interacting PDSs lies. An insight
into the causes of undecidability often plays a key role in devising
effective techniques to surmounting the undecidability barrier in
practice.

In this paper, we study the problem of model checking PDSs
interacting via the standard communication primitives - locks, pair-
wise and asynchronous rendezvous, and broadcasts. Locks are
primitives commonly used to enforce mutual exclusion. Asyn-
chronous Rendezvous and Broadcasts model, respectively, theWait()nNotify() andWait()nNotifyAll() constructs of Java,
while Pairwise Rendezvous are inspired by the CCS process alge-
bra. Moreover, we also consider the practically important paradigm
of PDSs communicating via nested locks. Most real-world con-
current programs use locks in a nested fashion, viz., each thread
can only release the lock that it acquired last and that has not yet
been released. Indeed, practical programming guidelines used by
software developers often require that locks be used in a nested



fashion. In fact, in Java and C# locking is syntactically guaranteed
to be nested.

As part of previous work [9], it has been shown that the model
checking problem is efficiently decidable for single-indexLTL
properties for Dual-PDS systems interacting via nested locks. How-
ever, a number of interesting properties about concurrent programs,
like data races, can only be expressed as double-indexed properties.
In this paper, we therefore consider double-indexed LTL properties.
Furthermore, most of the work on the model checking of concur-
rent programs has focused on safety and linear-time properties with
little work addressing the more complex branching-time properties.
Hence from the branching-time spectrum, we consider Alternation-
free Mu-Calculus properties.

It turns out that unlike single-index LTL properties, the decid-
ability scenario for double-indexed LTL properties is moreinter-
esting. While the model checking problem for single-index LTL
properties is robustly decidable, it is not decidable, in general, for
double-index LTL but only for certain fragments. Undecidability
of a sub-logic of double-indexed LTL hinges on whether it is ex-
pressive enough to encode the disjointness of the context-free lan-
guages accepted by the PDSs in the given Multi-PDS system as
a model checking problem which, in turn, depends on the tempo-
ral operators allowed by the logic. This provides a natural way to
characterize fragments of double-indexed LTL for which themodel
checking problem is decidable. We useL(Op1; :::; Opk), whereOpi 2 fX;F;U;G;1Fg, to denote the fragment comprised of for-
mulae of the formEf , wheref is double-indexed LTL formula in
positive normal form (where only atomic propositions are negated)
built using the operatorsOp1; :::; Opk and the Boolean connec-
tives _ and ^. HereX “next-time’, F “sometimes”,U, “until”,G “always”, and

1F “infinitely-often” denote the standard tempo-
ral operators andE is the “existential path quantifier”. Obviously,L(X;U;G) is the full-blown double-indexed LTL.

In this paper, we not only formulate efficient procedures for
fragments of double-indexed LTL for which the model checking
for Dual-PDS system is decidable but also delineate precisely the
decidability/undecidability boundary for each of the standard syn-
chronization primitives thereby settling the problem. Specifically,
we show the following.� The model checking problems forL(F;G) andL(U), viz., for-

mulae in PNF allowing (i) only the “until”U temporal opera-
tor, or (ii) only the “always”G and the “eventual”F temporal
operators are, in general, undecidable even for Dual-PDS sys-
tems wherein the PDSsdo not interact at allwith each other.
The fact that the undecidability results hold even for systems
with non-interacting PDSs may seem surprising at first. How-
ever, we note that allowing doubly-indexed properties (wherein
atomic propositions are interpreted over pairs of control states
of the PDSs comprising the given Dual-PDS system) allows
us to explore precisely that portion of the state space of the
given Dual-PDS system where the PDSs are coupled tightly
enough to accept the intersection of the context-free languages
accepted by them, thereby yielding undecidability. This isthe
key reason why the model checking problem for single-indexed
LTL properties is robustly decidable for PDSs interacting via
nested locks, while for doubly indexed properties it is decid-
able only for very restricted fragments that do not allow this
strong coupling. The above results imply that in order to get
decidability for Dual-PDS systems, interacting or not, we have

to restrict ourselves to either the sub-logicL(X; F;1F ) or the
sub-logicL(G;X). For these sub-logics, the decidability of the
model checking problem depends on the synchronization prim-
itive used by the PDSs.

� For PDSs interacting via pairwise rendezvous we get the sur-
prising result that model checking problem is decidable forthe
sub-logicL(X;G). In fact, we show that the decidability result
extends to PDS interacting via locks, asynchronous rendezvous

and broadcasts. For the other fragment,viz.,L(X;F;1F), it is
already known that the model checking problem is undecid-

able for both the sub-logicsL(F) andL(1F) (and hence forL(X;F;1F)) for PDSs interacting using either non-nested locks
[10] or pairwise rendezvous [15]. The undecidability result for
broadcasts and asynchronous rendezvous, both of which are
more expressive than pairwise rendezvous, then follows. This
settles the model checking problem for all the standard syn-
chronization primitives.� Finally, for the practically important paradigm of PDSs interact-
ing via nested locks, we show that the model checking problem

is efficiently decidable for both the sub-logicsL(X;F;1F) andL(X;G).
The procedure for single-index LTL properties for PDSs syn-

chronizing via nested locks, given in [9], involves reducing the
model checking problem to the computation ofpre�-closures of
regular sets of configurations of the given Dual-PDS system.For
single-index properties, this was accomplished via a Dual Pumping
Lemma, which, unfortunately, does not hold for the double-indexed
case. In fact, the undecidability of the model checking problem for
doubly indexed formulae shows that such a reduction cannot exist
in general. Thus model checking double-indexed LTL properties
requires a different approach.

To get a model checking procedure forL(X;F;1F), given an au-
tomatonRf accepting the set of configurations satisfying a formulaf ofL(X; F;1F ), we first formulate efficient procedures for comput-
ing an automatonROpf accepting the set of all configurations that

satisfyOpf , whereOp 2 fX; F;1Fg is a temporal operator that

can be used in a formula ofL(X; F;1F). Recursively applying these
procedures starting from the atomic propositions and proceeding
‘outwards’ in the given formulaf then gives us the desired model
checking algorithm.

A natural question that arises is that ifL(X;F;1F) model check-
ing is decidable then why not full-blown double-indexed LTL
model checking. Indeed, using the automata theoretic approach,
one can reduce the LTL model checking problem to deciding

whether theL(X; F;1F ) formula g = E 1F green, holds at the
initial state of the productBP of given Dual-PDS systemDP and
the Büchi Automaton,B:f , for the given LTL propertyf . Here
greencharacterizes the final states ofBP. The key point is that
given two global configurations andd of a Dual-PDS system
comprised of PDSsP1 andP2 with nested locks, the simple reach-
ability problem, viz., whetherd is reachable from is decidable
(via the Decomposition Result of section 4). However, in order to
check whetherBP has an accepting computation, we have to de-
cide whether a configurationd is reachable from under the Büchi
constraintsimposed by taking the product withB:f . For instance,
using a double-indexed formula of the formGf (“always” f ), we
can set that constraint to be the following: every visible action a
of P1 is followed immediately by same visible actiona of P2, and
conversely, every visible action ofP2 is preceded by the same vis-
ible action ofP1. Now let  be the initial configuration andd a
configuration in which bothP1 andP2 are in their final control
states. Then checking for the reachability ofd from  under the
Büchi constraint, tantamounts to checking for the disjointness of
the context free languages accepted byP1 andP2 - an undecidable
problem. Note that for non-interacting PDSs, the above mentioned



matching conditioncan still be enforced but only when model
checking for double-indexed properties, not just single-index prop-
erties. On the other hand, when using rendezvous or broadcast
primitives both of which already allow the PDSs to be strong cou-
pled together, even single index properties result in undecidability.
Broadly speaking, we get undecidability if either the modelor the
property is expressive enough to couple the PDSs strongly. In case
strongly coupling is not possible, it turns out that the Decomposi-
tion Result is a powerful tool that allows us to reduce the model
checking problem for a Multi-PDS system to its individual PDSs
rendering the problem not just decidable but efficiently so.

Guided by the above observations, for model checkingL(X;G)
we reduce the problem to a set ofsimple reachability problems.
Towards that end, given a formulaf of L(X;G), we consider the
equivalent problem of model checking forg = :f . Then the pos-
itive normal form ofg is a formula built using the temporal opera-
torsAX andAF, whereA is the “universal path quantifier”. SinceAF is a ‘simple reachability’ property the problem is decidable,
even though constructing an automaton acceptingRAFf from the
automatonRf is more complicated due to the branching nature of
the property.

For the branching-time spectrum, we consider the model check-
ing problem for Alternation-free Mu-Calculus formulae. For lack
of space, we focus only on single-index properties. For suchproper-
ties, we first show that the model checking problem for PDSs com-
municating via nested locks is efficiently decidable. Givena Multi-
PDS systemDP comprised of the PDSsP1,...,Pn, and a formula� = V�i, where�i is an alternation-fee Mu Calculus formula in-
terpreted over the control states ofPi, we start by constructing the
productPi of Pi andA�i , the Alternating Automaton for�i. Each
such productPi is represented as anAlternating Pushdown System
(APDS) [1] which incorporates the branching structure of the origi-
nal PDSPi. For model checking the Multi-PDS programDP for �,
we need to compute thepre�-closure of regular sets of global con-
figurations of the system comprised of all the APDSsP1; :::;Pn.
The main complexity here lies in the fact that we have to reason
about lock interaction alongall paths of tree-like models of APDSsP1; :::;Pn each having potentially infinitely many states.

This complexity is overcome by our contribution showing how
to decompose the computation of thepre�-closure of a regular set
of configurations of a Dual-PDS systemDP synchronizing via
nested locks to that of its constituent PDSs. This decomposition
allows us to avoid the state explosion problem. To achieve the de-
composition, we leverage the new concept ofLock-Constrained Al-
ternating Multi-Automata Pairs (LAMAPs)which is used to capture
regular sets of configurations of a given Multi-PDS system with
nested locks. An LAMAPA accepting a regular set of configura-
tionsC of a Dual-PDS systemDP comprised of PDSsP1 andP2 is
a pairA = (A1;A2), whereAi is anAlternating Multi-Automata
(AMA) (see [1]) accepting the regular set of local configurations of
APDSPi corresponding to threadPi occurring in the global con-
figurations ofDP in C.

The lock interaction among threads is encoded in the acceptance
criterion for an LAMAP which filters out those pairs of local con-
figurations ofP1 andP2 which are not simultaneously reachable
due to lock interaction. Indeed, for a pair of tree-like models w1
andw2 for �1 and�2 in the individual APDSP1 andP2, respec-
tively, to act as a witness for� = �1 ^ �2 in the Dual-PDS systemDP, they need to bereconcilablewith respect to each other. Rec-
oncilability means that for each pathx in w1 there must exist a
pathy in w2 such that the local computations ofP1 andP2 corre-
sponding tox andy, respectively, can be executed in an interleaved
fashion inDP, and vice versa. For two individual pathsx andy
reconcilability can be decided by tracking patterns of lockacqui-
sition alongx andy. To check reconcilability of the treesw1 and

w2, however, we need to track lock acquisition patterns along all
paths ofwi in APDSPi. A key difficulty here is that since the
depth of the treewi could be unbounded, the number of local paths
of Pi in wi could be unbounded forcing us to potentially track an
unbounded number of acquisition lock acquisition patterns. How-
ever, the crucial observation is that since the number of locks in
the Dual-PDS systemDP is fixed, so is the number of all possible
acquisition patterns. An important consequence is that instead of
storing the lock acquisition patterns for each path of treewi, we
need only store the different patterns encountered along all paths
of the tree. This ensures that the set of patterns that need betracked
is finite and bounded which can therefore be carried out as part of
the control state of PDSPi. Decomposition is then achieved by
showing that given an LAMAPA = (A1;A2), if Bi is an AMA
accepting thepre�-closure of the configurations of theindividual
threadPi accepted byAi, then, the LAMAPB = (B1;B2) ac-
cepts thepre�-closure of the regular set of configurations of the
Dual-PDS systemDP accepted byA. Thus, broadly speaking, the
decomposition results from maintaining the local configurations of
the constituent PDSs separately as AMAs and computing thepre�-
closures on these AMAs individually for each PDS for which exist-
ing efficient techniques can be leveraged. This yields decidability
for PDSs interacting via nested locks. For PDSs communicating via
rendezvous and broadcasts, we show the decidability does not hold
for the full-blown single-indexed Alternation-free Mu-Calculus but
only for certain fragments.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. We begin by intro-
ducing the system model in section 2. The new decision procedures

for model checking double-indexedL(X;G) andL(X; F;1F ) prop-
erties for PDSs synchronizing via nested locks are formulated in
section 5 and 6, respectively. The procedures forL(X;G) for PDSs
interacting via rendezvous and broadcasts are given in section 7. In
section 8, we give the undecidability results forL(G;F) andL(U).
The model checking procedure for single-index Alternationfree
Mu-Calculus are given in section 9 and we conclude with some
comments in section 10.

2. System Model
In this paper, we consider multi-threaded programs whereinthreads
synchronize using the standard primitives - locks, pairwise ren-
dezvous, asynchronous rendezvous and broadcasts. Each thread is
modeled as aPushdown System (PDS)[1]. A PDS has a finite
control part corresponding to the valuation of the variables of the
thread it represents and a stack which models recursion. Formally,
a PDS is a five-tupleP = (Q;At;�; 0;�), whereQ is a finite
set ofcontrol locations, Act is a finite set ofactions, � is a finite
stack alphabet, and� � (Q � �) � At � (Q � ��) is a finite
set of transition rules. If ((p; ); a; (p0; w)) 2 � then we writehp; i a,! hp0; wi. A configurationof P is a pairhp; wi, wherep 2 Q denotes the control location andw 2 �� thestack content.
We call0 the initial configurationof P. The set of all configura-
tions ofP is denoted byC. For each actiona, we define a relationa!� C�C as follows: ifhq; i a,! hq0; wi, thenhq; vi a! hq0; wvi
for everyv 2 ��.

LetDP be a multi-PDS system comprised of the PDSsP1,...,Pn,
wherePi = (Qi; Ati;�i; i;�i). In addition toAti, we assume
that eachPi has special actions symbols labeling transitionsimple-
mentingsynchronization primitives. These synchronizing action
symbols are shared commonly across all PDSs. In this paper, we
consider the following standard primitives:� Locks: Locks are used to enforce mutual exclusion. Transitions

acquiring and releasing lockl are labeled withaquire(l) andrelease(l), respectively.



� Rendezvous (Wait-Notify): We consider two notions of ren-
dezvous: CCS-stylePairwise Rendezvousand the more expres-
sive Asynchronous Rendezvousmotivated by theWait() andNotify() primitives of Java. Pairwise send and receive ren-

dezvous are labeled witha! anda?, respectively. If11 a!! 12
and21 a?! 22 are pairwise send and receive transitions ofP1
andP2, respectively, then for the rendezvous to be enabled bothP1 andP2 have to simultaneously be in local control states11
and21. In that case both the send and receive transitions are
fired synchronously in one execution step. IfP1 is in 11 butP2
is not in12 thenP1 cannot execute the send transition, and vice
versa. Asynchronous Rendezvous send and receive transitions,
on the other hand, are labeled witha " anda #, respectively.
The difference between pairwise rendezvous and asynchronous
rendezvous, is that while in the former case the send transition
is blocking, in the latter it is non-blocking. Thus a transition of

the form11 a"! 12 can be executed irrespective of whether a

matching receiver of the form21 a#! 22 is currently enabled
or not, but the receive cannot.� Broadcasts (Notify-All): Broadcast send and receive rendezvous,
motivated by theWait() andNotifyAll() primitives of Java,

are labeled witha!! anda??, respectively. Ifb11 a!!! b12 is a

broadcast send transition andb21 a??! b22,...,bn1 a??! bn2 are the
matching broadcast receives, then the receive transitionsblock
pending the enabling of the send transition. The send transi-
tions, on the other hand, is non-blocking and can always be
executed and its execution is carried out synchronously with all
the currently enabled receive transitions labeled witha??.

A concurrent program withn PDSs andm locks l1; :::; lm
is formally defined as a tuple of the formDP = (P1; :::; Pn;L1; :::; Lm), where for eachi, Pi = (Qi; Ati;�i; i;�i) is a
pushdown system (thread), and for eachj, Lj � f?; P1; :::; Png
is the possible set of values that locklj can be assigned. A global
configuration ofDP is a tuple = (t1; :::; tn; l1; :::; lm) wheret1; :::; tn are, respectively, the configurations of PDSsP1; :::; Pn
andl1; :::; lm the values of the locks. If no thread holds lockli in
configuration, thenli =?, elseli is the thread currently holding
it. The initial global configuration ofDP is (1; :::; n;?; :::;?),
where i is the initial configuration of PDSPi. Thus all locks
arefree to start with. We extend the relation

a�! to global global
configurations ofDP in the usual way.

The reachability relation) is the reflexive and transitive clo-
sure of the successor relation! defined above. A sequencex =x0; x1; ::: of global configurations ofDP is acomputationif x0 is
the initial global configuration ofDP and for eachi, xi a! xi+1,
where either for somej, a 2 Atj , or for somek, a = release(lk)
or a = aquire(lk) or pairwise rendezvous senda = b! or receivea = b?, or asynchronous rendezvous senda = b " or receivea = b #, or broadcast senda = b!! or receivea = b??. Given
a threadTi and a reachable global configuration = (1; :::; n;l1; :::; lm) ofDP , we useLock-Set(Ti; ) to denote the set of locks
held byTi in , viz., the setflj j lj = Tig. Also, given a threadTi and a reachable global configuration = (1; :::; n; l1; :::; lm)
of DP, theprojectionof  ontoTi, denoted by # Ti, is defined
to be the configuration(i; l01; :::; l0m) of the concurrent program
comprised solely of the threadTi, wherel0i = Ti if li = Ti and?,
otherwise (locks not held byTi are freed).

Relative Expressive Power of Synchronization Primitives.In
proving the decidability results, we will exploit the following ex-
pressiveness relations:Pairwise Rendezvous< Asynchronous Ren-
dezvous< Broadcasts, where< stand for the relationcan be simu-
lated by(see [7] for details).

Locks: a,b,nested() f bar()f non nested()faquire(a); release(b); aquire(b);aquire(b); release(a); aquire(a);bar(); bar();aquire();release(); release();g g g
Figure 1. Nested vs. Non-nested lok aess

Nested Lock Access.Additionally, we also consider the practi-
cally important case of PDSs with nested access to locks. Indeed,
in practice, a large fraction of concurrent programs can either be
modeled as threads communicating solely using locks or can be
reduced to such systems by applying standard abstract interpreta-
tion techniques or by exploiting separation of data from control.
Moreover, standard programming practice guidelines typically rec-
ommend that programs use locks in a nested fashion. In fact, in
languages like Java and C# locks are guaranteed to be nested.We
say that a concurrent program accesses locks in a nested fashion iff
along each computation of the program a thread can only release
the last lock that it acquired along that computation and that has
not yet been released.

As an example in figure 1, the thread comprised of proceduresnested and bar accesses locksa,b, and  in a nested fashion
whereas the thread comprised of proceduresnon nested andbar
does not. This is because callingbar from non nested releases
lock b before locka even though locka was the last one to be
acquired.

3. Model Checking Linear Time Properties
We start by formulating efficient procedures for fragments of multi-
indexed Linear Temporal Logic for which the model checking
problem for Dual-PDS systems is decidable. Furthermore, we
delineate precisely the decidability/undecidability boundary for
the problem for each of the standard synchronization primitives
thereby completely settling it.

Correctness Properties.The problem of model checking Dual-
PDS systems for the full-blown single-index LTL was shown tobe
efficiently decidable in [9]. However, a lot of interesting properties
like the presence of data races can only be expressed as double-
indexed linear-time properties. In this paper, we therefore consider
double-indexed Linear Temporal Logic (LTL) formulae. Conven-
tionally, DP j= f for a given LTL formulaf if and only if f is
satisfied along all paths starting at the initial state ofDP. Using
path quantifiers, we may write this asDP j= Af . Equivalently, we
can model check for the dual property:Af = E:f = Eg. Fur-
thermore, we can assume thatg is in positive normal form (PNF),
viz., the negations are pushed inwards as far as possible using De-
Morgan’s Laws:(:(p _ q)) = :p ^ :q, :(p _ q) = :p ^ :q,:Fp � Gq, :(pUq) � G:q _ :qU(:p ^ :q).

For Dual-PDS systems, it turns out that the model checking
problem is not decidable for the full-blown double-indexedLTL
but only for certain fragments. Decidability hinges on the set of
temporal operators that are allowed in the given property which,
in turn, provides a natural way to characterize such fragments. We

useL(Op1; :::; Opk), whereOpi 2 fX; F;U;G;1Fg, to denote the
fragment of double-indexed LTL comprised of formulae in positive
normal form (where only atomic propositions are negated) built
using the operatorsOp1; :::; Opk and the Boolean connectives_



thread one()f1a: lok(p);2a: lok(q);3a: unlok(q);4a: ------ ;5a: lok(r);6a: unlok(r);7a: ------ ;8a: unlok(p);9a: ------ ;g
thread two()f1b: lok(q);2b: lok(r);3b: unlok(r);4b: ------- ;5b: lok(p);6b: unlok(p);7b: ------- ;8b: unlok(q) ;9b: ------- ;g

(a) (b)

Figure 2. ProgramDP with threadsP1(a) andP2(b).

and^. HereX “next-time’,F “sometimes”,U, “until”, G “always”,

and
1F “infinitely-often” denote the standard temporal operators

(see [6]). Obviously,L(X;U;G) is the full-blown double-indexed
LTL. Thus model checking doubly-indexed formulae requiresa
different approach.

4. A Review of Acquisition Histories and LMAPs
The core of our decision procedure revolves around manipulating
regular sets of configurations of the given Dual-PDS systemDP.
A natural way to represent regular sets of configurations of aDual-
PDS system with PDSs interacting via nested locks is by usingthe
concept ofLock-Constrained Multi-Automata Pairs (LMAP)intro-
duced in [9] which we briefly review next. LMAPs allow us to not
only succinctly represent potentially infinite sets of regular con-
figurations ofDP but, in addition, enable us to decompose com-
putations of the regular setsRg described above, for a Dual-PDS
systemDP to its individual PDSs thereby avoiding the state explo-
sion problem. This is accomplished via aDecomposition Resultthat
generalizes both the Forward and Backward Decomposition results
as presented in [9]. Essentially, the Decomposition Resultenables
us to reduce the problem of deciding the reachability of one global
configuration ofDP from another to reachability problems for lo-
cal configurations of the individual PDSs.

Lock-Constrained Multi-Automata. The main motivation behind
defining a Lock-Constrained Multi-Automaton (LMAP) is to de-
compose the representation of a regular set of configurations of a
Dual-PDS systemDP comprised of PDSsP1 andP2 into a pair of
regular sets of configurations of the individual PDSsP1 andP2. An
LMAP accepting a regular setR of configurations ofDP is a pair
of Multi-Automata(M1;M2), whereMi is a multi-automaton (see
[1]) accepting the regular set of local configurationsRi of Pi in R.
A key advantage of this decomposition is that performing opera-
tions onM , for instance computing thepre�-closure ofR reduces
to performing the same operations on the individual MAsMi. This
avoids the state explosion problem thereby making our procedure
efficient. The lock interaction among the PDSs is captured inthe
acceptance criterion for the LMAP via the concept ofBackward
andForward Acquisition Histories[9] which we briefly recall next,
followed by a formulation of the Decomposition Result.

Consider a concurrent programDP comprised of the two
threads shown in figure 2. Suppose that we are interested in de-
ciding whether a pair of control locations of the two threads
are simultaneously reachable. We show that for reasoning about
reachability for the concurrent program, can be reduced to rea-
soning about reachability for the individual threads. Observe thatDP j= EF(4a^ 4b) butDP 6j= EF(4a^ 7b) even though disjoint
sets of locks, viz.,fpg andfqg, are held at4a and7b, respectively.
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Figure 3. Forward vs. Backward Acquisition History

The key point is that the simultaneous reachability of two control
locations ofP1 andP2 depends not merely on the locksets held at
these locations but also on patterns of lock acquisition along the
computation paths ofDP leading to these control locations. These
patterns are captured using the notions of backward and forward
acquisition histories.

Indeed, ifP1 executes first it acquiresp and does not release it
along any path leading to4a. This preventsP2 from acquiringp
which it requires in order to transit from1b to 7b. Similarly if P2
executes first, it acquiresq thereby preventingP1 from transiting
from 1a to 4a which requires it to acquire and release lockq. This
creates an unresolvable cyclic dependency. These dependencies can
be formally captured using the notions of backward and forward
acquisition histories.

Definition (Forward Acquisition History) For a lockl held byPi
at a control locationdi, the forward acquisition historyof l along
a local computationxi of Pi leading fromi to di, denoted byfah(Pi; i; l; xi), is the set of locks that have been acquired (and
possibly released) byPi since the last acquisition ofl by Pi in
traversing forward alongxi fromi to di.
Observe that along any local computationsx1 and x2 of P1
and P2 leading to control locations4a and 7b, respectively,fah(P1; 4a; p; x1) = fqg and fah(P2; 7b; q; x2) = fp; rg. Also,
along any local computationsx01 andx02 of P1 andP2 leading to
control locations4a and4b, respectively,fah(P1; 4a; p; x01) = fqg
and fah(P2; 4b; q; x02) = frg. The reasonEF(4a ^ 7b) does not
hold butEF(4a^ 4b) does is because of the existence of the cyclic
dependency thatp 2 fah(P2; 7b; q; x2) andq 2 fah(P2; 4a; p; x1)
whereas no such dependency exists for the second case.

Definition (Backward Acquisition History). For a lock l held
by Pi at a control locationi, the backward acquisition history
of l along a local computationxi of Pi leading fromi to di,
denoted bybah(Pi; i; l; xi), is the set of locks that were released
(and possibly acquired) byPi since the last release ofl by Pi in
traversing backwards alongxi fromdi to i.
The concepts of backward and forward acquisition historiesare
used to decide whether given two global configurations andd
of DP , whetherd is reachable from. The notion of forward
acquisition history is used in the case where no locks are held in and that of backward acquisition history in the case where no
locks are held ind. This is illustrated in figure 3 where we want to
decide whether is backward reachable fromd. First, we assume
that all locks are free ind (case (i) in figure 3). In that case, we
track thebah of each lock. In our example, lockl, initially held
at , is first released at2. Then all locks released before the first
release ofl belongs to thebah of l. Thus,l1 belongs to thebah of l
but l3 does not. On other hand, if in all locks are free (case (ii) in
figure 4), then we track thefah of each lock. If a lockl held atd is
last acquired at3 then all locks acquired since the last acquisition
of l belong to thefah of l. Thus in our example,l2 belongs to the
forward acquisition history ofl but l4 does not.



When testing for backward reachability of from d in DP,
it suffices to test whether there exist local pathsx and y of the
individual PDSs from states1 =  # P1 to d1 = d # P1 and
from 2 =  # P2 to d2 = d # P2, respectively, such that
alongx and y locks operations can be executed in a acquisition
history compatible fashion as formulated in the Decomposition
Result below. The proof is given in appendix B.

Theorem 1 (Decomposition Result).LetDP be a Dual-PDS sys-
tem comprised of the two PDSsP1 andP2 with nested locks. Then
configuration of DP is backward reachable from configurationd iff configurations1 =  # P1 of P1 and 2 =  # P2 of P2
are backward reachable from configurationsd1 = d # P1 andd2 = d # P2, respectively, via local computation pathsx andy of
PDSsP1 andP2, respectively, such that

1. Lock-Set(P1; 1) \ Lock-Set(P2; 2) = ;
2. Lock-Set(P1;d1) \ Lock-Set(P2;d2) = ;
3. there do not exist locksl 2 Lock-Set(P1; 1) and l0 2 Lock-

Set(P2; 2) such thatl 2 bah(P2; 2; l0; y) and l0 2 bah(P1;1; l; x).
4. there do not exist locksl 2 Lock-Set(P1;d1) and l0 2 Lock-

Set(P2;d2) such thatl 2 fah(P2; 2; l0; y) and l0 2 fah(P1;1; l; x).
5. Locks-Acq(x) \ Locks-Held(y)= ; and Locks-Acq(y) \ Locks-

Held(x)= ;, where for pathz, Locks-Acq(z) is the set of locks
that are acquired (and possibly released) alongz and Locks-
Held(z) is the set of locks that are held in all states alongz.

Intuitively, conditions 1 and 2 ensure that the locks held byP1 andP2 in a global configuration ofDP must be disjoint; conditions
3 and 4 ensure compatibility of the acquisition histories, viz., the
absence of cyclic dependencies as discussed above; and condition
5 ensures that if a lock held by a PDS, sayP1, is not released along
the entire local computationx, then it cannot be acquired by the
other PDSP2 all along its local computationy, and vice versa.

We now demonstrate that the Decomposition Result allows us
to reduce thepre�-closure computation of a regular set of config-
urations of a Dual-PDS system to that of its individual acquisition
history augmented PDSs. Towards that end, we first need to extend
existing pre�-closure computation procedures for regular sets of
configurations of a single PDS to handle regular sets ofacquisition
history augmented(ah-augmented ) configurations. An acquisition
history augmented configurationsi of Pi is of the form(hpi; wi;l1; :::; lm; bah1; :::; bahm; fah1; :::; fahm) where for eachi, fahi
andbahi are lock sets storing, respectively, the forward and back-
ward acquisition history of lockli. Since the procedure is similar
to that forfah andbah-augmented configurations given in [9], its
formal description is given in appendix B.1. The key result is the
following:

Theorem 2 (ah-enhancedpre�-computation). Given a PDSP ,
and a regular set ofah-augmented configurations accepted by a
multi-automatonA, we can construct a multi-automatonApre�
recognizingpre�(Conf( A )) in time polynomial in the sizes ofA and the control states ofP and exponential in the number of
locks ofP .

Acceptance Criterion for LMAPs. The absence of cyclic depen-
dencies encoded usingbahs andfahs are used in the acceptance
criterion for LMAPs to factor in lock interaction among the PDSs
that prevents them from simultaneously reaching certain pairs of lo-
cal configurations. Motivated by the Decomposition Theorem, we
say that augmented configurations1 = (h; wi; l1; ::: ; lm; bah1;:::; bahm; fah1; :::; fahm) and2 = (h0; w0i; l01; :::; l0m; bah01;:::; bah0m; fah01; :::; fah0m) of P1 andP2, respectively, arefah-
compatibleiff there do not exist locksli andlj such thatli = P1,

l0j = P2, li 2 fah0j andlj 2 fahi. Analogously, we say that1 and2 arebah-compatibleiff there do not exist locksli andlj such thatli = P1, l0j = P2, li 2 bah0j andlj 2 bahi.
Definition 3 (LMAP Acceptance Criterion). LetA = (A1;A2)
be an LMAP, where Ai is a multi-automaton acceptingah-
augmented configurations ofPi. We say thatA accepts global
configuration(hpi; wi; hqj ; vi; l1; :::; lm) of DP iff there exist
there exist augmented local configurations1 = (hpi; wi; l01; :::;l0m; bah1; :::; bahm; fah1; :::; fahm) and2 = (hqj ; vi; l001 ; :::; l00m;bah01; :::; bah0m; fah01; :::; fah0m), wherel0i = P1 if li = P1 and?
otherwise andl00i = P2 if li = P2 and? otherwise, then

1. Ai acceptsi, and
2. Lock-Set(P1; 1) \ Lock-Set(P2; 2) = ;.
3. 1 and2 arebah-compatible andfah-compatible.

Given anLMAPA = (A1;A2), we useConf(A) to denote the set
of configurations ofDP accepted byA. Let LMAP B = (B1;B2),
whereBi is the MA acceptingpre�(Conf(Ai)) constructed fromAi using theah-augmentedpre�-closure computation procedure
presented in appendix B.1. Then proposition 4 is an easy corollary
of the Decomposition Result which then combined with theorem 2
leads to the efficientpre�-closure computation result formulated in
theorem 5.

Corollary 4 (pre�-closure Decomposition)pre�(Conf(A)) =Conf(B).
Theorem 5 (pre�-closure). Let A be an LMAP. Then we can
construct an LMAP acceptingpre�(Conf(A) in polynomial time
in the size ofDP and exponential time in the number of locks ofDP.

5. Nested Locks: The Model Checking Procedure

for L(X;F;1F)
We start by presenting the decision procedures for model checkingL(X;F;1F) and L(X;G) for PDSs interacting via nested locks.
The model checking problem for single-indexed LTLnX formulae
interpreted over finite paths was considered in [10] and overinfinite
paths in [9]. The procedures for single-index properties involves
reducing the model checking problem to the computation ofpre�-
closures of regular sets of configurations of the given Dual-PDS
system. For single-index properties, this was accomplished via a
Dual Pumping Lemma, which, unfortunately, does not hold for
the double-indexed case. In fact, the undecidability of themodel
checking problem for doubly indexed formulae shows that such
a reduction cannot exist in general. The key reason, as we shall
see, is that using double-indexed properties we can couple the
PDSs strongly enough to construct the intersection of the context
free languages accepted by the PDSs. Thus model checking multi-
indexed formulae requires a different approach.

Given an LMAPRf accepting the set of configurations satisfy-

ing a formulaf of L(X;F;1F), we give for each temporal operatorOp 2 fX; F;1Fg, a procedure for computing an LMAPROpf ac-
cepting the set of all configurations that satisfyOpf . Recursively
applying these procedures starting from the atomic propositions
and proceeding ‘outwards’ in the given formulaf then gives us
the desired model checking algorithm.

The construction of LMAPROpf for the case whereOp =F, was given in [9] as were the constructions for the boolean
connectiveŝ and_. We now show how to handle the cases whereOp 2 f1F ;Xg starting with the case whereOp =1F . Given an

LMAP Rf , constructing the LMAPR1F f accepting
1F f is, in



general, not possible. Indeed, that would make the model checking
problem for the full-blown doubly-indexed LTL decidable, contrary
to the undecidability results in section 8 which show thatR1F f can

be constructed only for the case wheref is aL(X; F;1F) formula.
However, even here the construction becomes intricate whenf is

an arbitraryL(X;F;1F) formula. To simplify the procedure, we first

show that given a formulaf of L(X; F;1F), we can drive down

the
1F operator so that it quantifies only over atomic proposition

or negations thereof. Then it suffices to construct an LMAPR1F f
only for the case wheref is a (doubly-indexed) atomic proposition
or negation thereof which can be accomplished elegantly. Formally,
we show the following (proof in the appendix).

Proposition 6 (Driving down the
1F operator). For any formulaf

of L(X; F;1F ), we can construct a formulaf 0 where the temporal

operator
1F quantifies only over atomic propositions or negations

thereof such thatDP j= f iff DP j= f 0.
Constructing an LMAP for

1F f . Note that if f is an atomic
proposition or negation thereof,Rf accepts the setf1g � ��1 �f2g � ��2, where(1; 2) 2 Cf � Q1 � Q2 is the finite set of
pairs of control states ofP1 andP2 satisfyingf .

We start by proving an
1F -Reduction Result that allows us to

reduce the construction of an LMAP acceptingR1F to multiple
instances ofpre�-closure computations for which theorem 5 can
be leveraged. LetDP be a Dual-PDS system comprised of PDSsP1 andP2 andf an atomic proposition, or negation thereof, over
the control states ofP1 andP2. The key idea is to show that a
configuration 2 R1F f iff there is a finite path leading to a

pumpable cycle containing a configurationg satisfyingf . For a
finite state system, a pumpable cycle is a finite path startingand
ending in the same state withg occurring along it. For a PDS which
has infinitely many states due to the presence of an unbounded
stack, the notion of pump-ability is different. We say that aPDS
is pumpable along a finite pathx if executingx returns the PDS
to the same control location and the same symbol on top of its
stack as it started with, without popping any symbol not at the top
of the stack to start with. This allows us to execute the sequence
of transitions alongx back-to-back indefinitely. In a Dual-PDS
system, since we have two stacks, the pumping sequence of the
individual PDSs can be staggered with respect to each other.More
formally, letDP be a Dual-PDS system comprised of the PDSsP1 = (Q1; At1;�1; 1;�1) andP2 = (Q2; At2;�2; 2;�2)
andf an atomic proposition or negation thereof. Then we can show
the following.

Theorem 7 (
1F -Reduction Result) Dual-PDS systemDP has a

run satisfying
1F f starting from an initial configuration if and

only if there exist� 2 �1; � 2 �2; u 2 ��1; v 2 ��2; a configura-
tiong satisfyingf ; configurationslf1 andlf2 in which all locks are
free; lock valuesl1; :::; lm; l01; :::; l0m; control statesp0; p000 2 P1,q0; q00 2 P2; u0; u00; u000 2 ��1; and v0; v00; v000 2 ��2 satisfying the
following conditions
1. ) (hp; �ui; hq0; v0i; l1; :::; lm)
2. (hp; �i; hq0; v0i; l1; :::; lm)) (hp0; u0i; hq; �vi; l01; :::; l0m)
3. (hp0; u0i; hq; �i; l01; :::; l0m)) lf1 ) g) lf2) (hp; �u00i; hq00; v00i; l1; :::; lm)) (hp000; u000i; hq; �v000i; l01; :::; l0m)

Intuitively, PDSP1 is pumped by executing the sequence)(hp; �ui; hq0; v0i; l1; :::; lm) followed by executing the sequence

(hp0; u0i; hq; �i; l01; :::; l0m)) g) (hp; �u00i; hq00; v00i; l1; :::; lm).
PDS P2 is pumped by executing the sequence(hp0; u0i; hq; �i; l01; :::; l0m) ) g ) (hp; �u00 i; hq00; v00i, l1; :::; lm) )(hp000; u000i; hq; �v000i; l01; :::; l0m). Finally, the sequence(h p; � i;h q0; v0i; l1; :::; lm)) (hp0; u0i; hq; �vi; l01; :::; l0m) represents the
stagger between the pumping sequences of the two PDSs.

Why the Reduction to pre�-closure Computations does not
work in general. A question that arises here is that why can we
not reduce the model checking problem for an arbitrary double-
indexed LTL formulaf to the computation ofpre�-closures as
above. Indeed, using the automata theoretic approach to model
checking, one can first construct the productBP of DP and the
Büchi Automaton forf . Then model checking forf simply reduces
to checking whether there exists a path along which a final state

of BP occurs infinitely often, viz,g =1F green holds, where
greenis an atomic proposition characterizing the set of final states

of BP. Note thatg is a formula ofL(X;F;1F). It turns out that
for the general case, the) direction of the above result holds
but not the( direction. Indeed, in order for(() to hold, we
have to decide whether we can construct an accepting sequence ofBP by appropriately scheduling the local transitions of PDSsP1
andP2 occurring along the finite sequences satisfying condition

1,2, and 3 of the
1F -Reduction result. However, the key point is

that this scheduling must respect the constraints imposed by the
Büchi Automaton forf . All that the Decomposition result allows
us to decide is whether a global configuration is reachable from
another global configurationd of DP, viz., whether a scheduling
of the local transitions exists that enablesDP to reachd from .
However it does not guarantee that the scheduling will not violate
the Büchi constraint. Indeed, as was discussed in the introduction, it
is, in general, undecidable whether a scheduling satisfying a Büchi
constraint exists.

Reduction to the Computation ofpre�-closures.The
1F -Reduction

result allows us to reduce the computation of an LMAP accepting1F f to the computation ofpre�-closures as given by the following
encoding of the conditions of the above theorem.

LetR0 = pre�(fpg � ���1 � P2 � ��2 � f(l1; :::; lm)g)
Then condition 1 can be re-written as 2 R0. Similarly, ifR1 = P1 � ��1 � fqg � ���2 � f(l01; :::; l0m)gR2 = pre�(R1) \ fpg � f�g � P2 � ��2 � f(l1; :::; lm)g
then condition 2 can be captured asR2 6= ;. Finally, letR3 = P1 � ��1 � fqg � ���2 � f(l01; :::; l0m)gR4 = pre�(R3) \ fpg � ���1 � P2 � ��2 � f(l1; :::; lm)gR5 = pre�(R4) \ P1 � ��1 � P2 � ��2 � f(?; :::;?)g,R6 = pre�(R5)\G�L1�:::�Lm, whereG = S(g1;g2)(fg1g���1 � fg2g � ��2) with (g1; g2) being a control state pair ofDP
satisfyingf ,R7 = pre�(R6) \ P1 � ��1 � P2 � ��2 � f(?; :::;?)g,R8 = pre�(R7) \ P1 � ��1 � fqg � f�g � fl01; :::; l0m)g.
Then condition 3 is equivalent toR8 6= ;. Thus the LMAPR0 \R2 \ R8 accepts

1F f . Note that we need take the union of this
LMAP for each possible value of the tuple(�; �; l1; :::; lm). As
a consequence of the above encoding and the the fact thatpre�-
closures, unions and intersections of LMAPs can be computed
efficiently (theorem 5), we have the following.

Theorem 8. Let DP be a Dual-PDS system synchronizing via
nested locks andf a boolean combination of atomic propositions.
Then given an LMAPRf accepting a regular set of configurations
of DP, we can construct an LMAPR1F f accepting the set of

configurations satisfying
1F f in polynomial time in the size control

states ofDP and exponential time in the number of locks.



Constructing an LMAP for Xf . Given an LMAPRf accepting
the set of configurations satisfyingf , the LMAPRXf , due to in-
terleaving semantics, is the disjunction overi of the LMAPsRXif ,
whereRXif , is the LMAP accepting the pre-image ofConf(Rf )
in PDSPi. The construction of LMAPRXif is the same as the one
carried out in each step of thepre�-closure computation procedure
for an individualah-enhanced PDS presented in appendix B.1.

This completes the construction of the LMAPROpf for each of

the operatorsOp 2 fX; F;1Fg leading to the following decidability
result.

Theorem 9 (L(X;F;1F)-decidability). The model checking prob-

lem for L(X;F;1F) is decidable for PDSs interacting via nested
lock in time polynomial in the sets of control states of the given
Dual-PDS system and exponential time in the number of locks.

6. Nested Locks: The Model Checking Procedure
for L(X;G).

Let f be a formula ofL(X;G). We formulate a decision procedure
for the equivalent problem of model checkingDP for :f . Sincef is a formula ofL(X;G), the positive normal form of its negation:f is a formula built using the operationsAF;AX;_;^ and atomic
propositions or negations thereof interpreted over the control states
of the PDSs constituting the given Dual-PDS system. Given the
formulag = :f , we proceed as follows:

1. For each sub-formulap of g that is either an atomic proposi-
tion, or negation thereof, we construct an LMAP representing the
set of regular configurations satisfyingp.

2. Next, given an LMAP accepting the set of configurations
satisfying a sub-formulah of g, we give procedures for computing
LMAPs accepting the regular set of configurations satisfying AXh
andAFh. Leveraging these procedures and the closure properties
of LMAPs under̂ and_ then gives us a procedure to construct an
LMAP M:f accepting the set of configurations satisfying:f .

3. In the final step, all we do is check whether the initial config-
uration ofDP is accepted byM:f .

Computing the LMAP accepting AFg. We next present a novel
way to represent regular sets of configurations of a Dual-PDSsys-
tem that enables us to compute the regular set of configurations
acceptingAFg. To motivate our procedure, we recall the one for
model checkingEFg. Our over-arching goal there was to reduce
global reasoning about a Dual-PDS systemDP for EFg (and other
linear-time temporal properties) to local reasoning aboutthe indi-
vidual PDSs. This was accomplished by using the machinery of
acquisition histories. Here, in order to test whether j= EFg, viz.,
there is a global path ofDP starting at and leading to a config-
urationd satisfyingg, it is sufficient to test, whether for eachi,
there exists a local pathxi leading fromi to di, the local con-
figurations of andd in Pi respectively, such thatx1 andx2 are
acquisition-history compatible. Towards that end, we augmented
the local configuration of each individual PDSPi with acquisition
history information with respect to pathxi and represented regular
sets of configurations ofDP as a single LMAPM = (M1;M2),
where eachMi accepts only those pair of augmented configura-
tions ofP1 andP2 that are acquisition history compatible. Then,
the Decomposition Result allowed us to reduce the problem ofde-
ciding whether j= EFg, to deciding, whether there existedah-
augmented configurations accepted byM1 andM2 with P1 andP2 in local configurations1 and2, respectively, that are acquisi-
tion history compatible.

When deciding whether j= AFg, our goal remains the same,
i.e., to reduce reasoning about the given Dual-PDS system toits in-
dividual constituent PDSs. In this case, however, we have tocheck

whetherall paths starting at lead to a configuration satisfyingg.
The set of all such paths is now a treeT rooted at with all its
leaves comprised of configurations satisfyingg. Analogous to theEFg case, we consider for eachi, the local treeTi resulting from
the projection of each global pathx of T onto the local computa-
tion of Pi alongx. Note that due to lock interaction not all paths
from the root to a leaf ofT1 can be executed in an interleaved fash-
ion with a similar path ofT2, and vice versa. Enumerating all pairs
of compatible local paths ofT1 andT2 and executing them in all
allowed interleavings will give us back the treeT . But from the
Decomposition Result, we have that a pair of local paths ofT1 andT2 can executed in an interleaved fashion if and only if they areac-
quisition history compatible. In other words, to reconstruct T fromT1 andT2, we have to track the acquisition history along each path
starting from the root ofTi to its leaves.

A key difficulty is that since the depth of treeTi could be un-
bounded, the number of local paths ofPi from i in Ti could
be unbounded forcing us to potentially track an unbounded num-
ber of acquisition histories. However, the crucial observation is
that since the number of locks in the Dual-PDS systemDP is
fixed, viz.,m, so is the number of all possible acquisition histo-
ries (2m(2m+3) in fact). An important consequence is that instead
of storing the acquisition history for each path of treeTi, we need
only store the different acquisition histories encountered along all
paths of the tree. This ensures that the set of acquisition histo-
ries that need be tracked is finite and bounded and can therefore
be tracked as part of the control state of PDSPi. Thus an aug-
mented control state ofPi is now of the form(i;AH), whereAH = fah1; :::; ahkg is a set of acquisition history tuples andi
is a control state ofPi. Each acquisition history tupleahj is of the
form (bah1; :::; bahm; fah1; :::; fahm), wherebahj andfahj track,
respectively, the backward and forward acquisition history tuples
of lock lj .

For model checkingAFp, we make use of apre�-closure algo-
rithm based on the fixpoint characterizationAFf = �Y:f_AXY .
Note that since the given Dual-PDS system has infinitely many
states, by naively applying the above procedure we are not guar-
anteed to terminate. We now propose a novel way to performpre�-
closures over regular sets of configurations augmented withac-
quisition history sets. These regular sets are now represented as
LMAPs accepting configurations augmented with acquisitionhis-
tory sets instead of merely acquisition histories and are thus re-
ferred to asAugmented LMAPS (A-LMAPs). Using A-LMAPs en-
ables us to carry out thispre�-closure efficiently.

Computing AFf . Let M0 = (M10;M20) be an A-LMAP ac-
cepting the set of regular configurations satisfyingf . To start with,
thefah andbah entries of each acquisition tuple are set to;. Start-
ing atM0, we construct a finite series of A-LMAPsM0; :::;Mp
resulting in the A-LMAPMp accepting the set of configurations
satisfyingAFf . We denote by!k the transition relation ofMk.
Then for everyk � 0,Mk+1 is obtained fromMk by conserving
the set of states and adding new transitions as follows: We compute
a pre-image with respect to theAX operator. Let1 = (1;AH1)
and2 = (2;AH2) be a pair of acquisition-history compatible
augmented control configurations ofP1 andP2, respectively. We
need to check whether all enabled successors from the augmented
control state(1; 2) ofDP are accepted byMk. Let tri1,:::, trili
be all the local transitions ofPi that can be fired byDP from(1; 2). We check for each transitiontrij : i ! ij , whether
one of the following conditions holds� if trij is an internal transition ofPi of the form hi; i ,!hij ; ui then inMk = (Mk1;Mk2), for somew 2 ��i ,

the augmented configurationh(ij ;AHi); uwi is accepted byMki, viz., there is a pathx of Mki starting at(ij ;AHi) and



leading to a final state ofMki such that there is a prefixx0 ofx leading from(ij ;AHi) to a state(0ij ;AHi), say, such thatx0 is labeled withu.� if trij is the locking transitioni aquire(l),! ij , then there
is an accepting path inMki starting at(ij ;AH0i), whereAH0i = fah0imjahim 2 AHig with ahim obtained fromah0im
by factoring in the acquisition ofl. We remove thefah for lockl (since in the backward stepl has now been released) and addl to thefah of every other lock. Similarlyl is added to thebah
of every other lock initially held byPi when starting fromM0
and thebah of l is dropped if it was not held initially when
starting fromM0.� if trij is the unlocking transitioni release(l),! ij , then the
there is an accepting path inMki starting at(ij ;AH0i), whereAH0i = fah0imjahim 2 AHig with ahim obtained fromah0im
by adding an empty FAH-entry, forl (since in the backward stepl has now acquired).

If for eachi, at least one of the above conditions holds for each
of the transitionstri1; :::; trili , then inM(k+1)i, for eachtrij , we
add an internal transition from statei inMi to0i = (ij;AH0i) or
a transition labeled with to the state0i = (0ij;AHi) accordingly
as trij is a lockingnunlocking transition or a internal transition,
respectively. Since in constructingMk+1 fromMk, we add a new
transition toMk but conserve the state set, we are guaranteed to
reach a fixpoint. Then the resulting A-LMAP acceptsAFf .

Computing the LMAP accepting AXf . The construction is the
same as the one carried out in each step of the above procedurefor
computingAFf and is therefore omitted.

This completes the formulation of procedures for computingA-
LMAPs acceptingAXf andAFf leading to the following result.

Theorem 10 (L(X;G) Decidability). The model checking problem
for Dual-PDS systemDP synchronizing via nested locks is decid-
able forL(X;G) in polynomial time in the size of the control state
ofDP and exponential time in the number of locks.

7. Rendezvous and Broadcasts: Decidability ofL(X;G)
In order to get decidability ofL(X;G) for PDSs interacting
via asynchronous rendezvous, we reduce the problem to the
model checking problem for non-interacting Dual-PDS systems
for L(X;G) which by theorem 10 is decidable.

LetDP be a given Dual-PDS system comprised of PDSsP1 andP2 interacting via asynchronous rendezvous. LetP 0i be the PDS we
get fromPi by replacing each asynchronous send transition of the

form 11 a"! 12 by the sequence of internal transitions11 !a" ! 12. Similarly, each asynchronous receive transition of the

form 21 a#! 22 is replaced by the sequence of internal transitions21 ! a# ! 22. Note thatP 0i has no rendezvous transitions. LetDP 0 be the Dual-PDS systems comprised of the non-interacting
PDSsP 01 and P 02. The key idea is to construct a formulafAR
of L(X;G) such thatDP j= Ef iff DP 0 j= E(f ^ fAR). The
decidability of model checking forL(X;G) then follows from
theorem 10.

In order to simulate asynchronous rendezvous, we have to en-
sure that (i) wheneverP 01 and P 02 are in control states11 and21, respectively, then we execute the transitions21 ! a#,11 ! a", a# ! 22 and a" ! 12 back-to-back, and (ii)
wheneverP 02 is in local state21 but P 01 is not in 11, PDSP 02
blocks. This can be accomplished by ensuring that each statesatis-
fiesf 0AR = ((21^:11 ) X21)^((11^12)) X(11^a#)^

XX(a" ^a#)^XXX)(22 ^a")^XXXX(22 ^ 12)). Thus we setfAR = Gf 0AR. The case for broadcasts can be handled similarly.
Since pairwise rendezvous is less expressive than asynchronous
rendezvous, the decidability ofL(X;G) for pairwise rendezvous
follows.

Theorem 11 (L(X;G) Decidability). The model checking problem
for Dual-PDS system interacting via rendezvous and broadcasts
are decidable forL(X;G).
8. Decidability Limits for Model Checking

Multi-PDS Systems
While it was shown in [9], that the problem of model checking
Multi-PDS systems interacting via nested locks for single-index
LTLnX properties is efficiently decidable, the problem is not as
robustly decidable for double-index properties. In turns out that
even when the PDSs in a Dual-PDS system do not interact with
each other, the model checking problem for double-indexed LTL
becomes undecidable. In fact, we show the much stronger results
that the problem is undecidable even for the following restricted
fragments of double-indexed LTL: (i)L(G; F), and (ii)L(U).

The key factor on which the decidability of a sub-logic of
double-indexed LTL depends is whether it is expressive enough
to encode as a model checking problem the testing of whether
the context-free languages accepted by the PDSs comprisingthe
given Dual-PDS system are disjoint or not. Single index properties
are not expressive enough to enable this encoding as the atomic
propositions is such properties are interpreted over the control
states of a single PDS denying us the ability to couple the twoPDSs
together.

The Undecidability Results. We show both the undecidability
results by reduction from the problem of deciding the disjoint-
ness of context-free languages accepted by two given Pushdown
Automata (PDA). Recall that the language accepted by a PDAP = (P;At;�; 0;�), denoted byL(P ), is the set of all wordsw 2 �� such that there is a valid path ofP labeled withw leading
from the initial to a final control state ofP . In order to encode the
testing ofL(P1) \ L(P2) = ;, as a model checking problem, we
need to make sure that every execution of a transitiontr1 of P1
labeled with an action symbola is matched by an execution of a
transitiontr2 of P2 also labeled witha that immediately follows
the execution oftr1. Then testing whetherL(P1) \ L(P2) = ;,
reduces to deciding whether there exists a reachable globalconfig-
uration ofDP with bothP1 andP2 in final local states.

LetDP be the Dual-PDS system comprised of PDSsP1 andP2.
We construct a formulaf ofL(G;F) such thatDP j= f iff L(P1)\L(P2) = ;. Since testing the disjointness of the context-free
languages accepted by two PDSs is undecidable, the undecidability
of the model checking problem forL(G;F ) follows.

Undecidability of Model Checking L(G, F). We construct a for-
mulafI comprised of the “always” operatorG such thatDP satis-
fiesfI only along those paths where execution of transitions of the
two PDSsP1 andP2 labeled with the same symbola can only hap-
pen back-to-back with the transition ofP2 labeled witha following
the one ofP1 labeled witha.

Towards that end, lettr1 : 1 a�! d1 andtr2 : 2 a�! d2 be
a pair of transitions ofP1 andP2, respectively, both labeled witha. In each PDSPi, we introduce new local control statesai1 andai2 and new transitionstri1 : i ��! ai1, tri2 : ai1 a�! ai2 andtri3 : ai2 ��! di. Then to simulate the synchronization of the
firing of tr1 andtr2, we impose the condition that the transitionstr12 andtr22 are always fired back-to-back. This can be ensured by
requiring that the formulafI = (a21 ) 1 _ a11 _ a12) ^ (a11 )(2 _ a21))^ (a12 ) a21 _ a22)^ (d1 ) :a21) is satisfied in each



global configuration along a computation. Thus along every path
satisfyingGfI each action of one PDS is matched by a transition of
the other labeled with the same action. ThenL(Pi)\L(P2) = ; iffDP j= fI V fF , wherefP = _(fi;fj)2F1�F2(F(fi^fj)), ensures
that both PDSs simultaneously reach a final state. This givesus the
following result.

Theorem 12.The model checking problem for a system comprised
of two non-interacting PDS is undecidable for the logicL(G; F).
Disjointness of Context-Free Languages viaL(U) formulae. In
this case, all we need to ensure that the the formulafI holds only at
each state along a path leading to a global configuration withbothP1 andP2 in final states. Note that onceP1 andP2 are both in final
states, we need no longer check thatfI is satisfied. These condition
can be captured by the formulafIUfF . Thus,L(P1)\L(P2) = ;
iff DP j= fIUfF . This gives us the following result.

Theorem 13.The model checking problem for a system comprised
of two non-interacting PDS is undecidable for the logicL(U).
9. Branching Time Properties
While LTL is a very expressive linear time logic, there are some
critical properties like deadlockability which are inherently branch-
ing time and therefore cannot be expressed in a linear-time frame-
work. In this section, we focus our attention on branching-time tem-
poral logics. Specifically, we consider the model checking problem
for Dual-PDS systems for Alternation Free Mu-Calculus formulae.
For lack of space, we only consider single-index properties.

For Dual-PDS systems interacting via nested locks, we show
that the problem of model checking single-index alternation free
Mu-Calculus is decidable while it is undecidable, in general, for
Dual-PDS systems interacting via rendezvous and broadcasts.

9.1 Single Index Branching-Time Properties

We begin by formulating the model checking procedure for PDSs
interacting via nested locks. As for the linear-time case, our goal
is to reduce the model checking problem for Alternation-free Mu-
Calculus properties for a Dual-PDS system to its individualPDSs.
In order to accomplish that we introduce the new concept of an
Lock-Constrained Alternating Multi-Automata Pairs (LAMAPs)
that allows us to reduce thepre�-closure computation for a reg-
ular set of configurations for a Dual-PDS systems to its individual
PDSs. Thus LAMAPs are the branching-time analogue of LMAPs
used previously for model checking linear-time properties.

Lock-Constrained Alternating Multi-Automata Pair (LAMAP ).
To motivate the concept of an LAMAP, we first re-visit the notions
of Alternating Pushdown Systems (APDS) and Alternating Multi-
Automata (AMA) used in the model checking of branching-time
properties of individual PDSs (see [1]). Model checking branching-
time temporal logics, in general, require us to reason aboutall suc-
cessors of a global configuration of the given PDS. This branching
nature of properties is typically captured by building an alternat-
ing multi-automaton (AMA) or a tableau for the given property
and then taking the product of the state space of the given PDS
with this AMA. Such products can be modeled in a natural fash-
ion by using the concept of an APDS [1] wherein by executing a
transition a PDS can transit from a single configuration to a set
of configurations, instead of just a single configuration as for the
linear time case. Model Checking, then reduces to computingpre�-
closures of regular sets of configurations of APDSs. Regularsets
of configurations of APDSs can be captured succinctly using the
concept of AMAs [1] which are the branching-time analogue of
Multi-Automata (MA) the difference again being that in AMAs
each transition from a state can have multiple successors.

An LAMAP plays the same role in model checking Dual-PDS
systems for branching time properties as an LMAP does in model
checking for linear time properties by allowing us to finitely rep-
resent (potentially infinite) regular sets of configurations of the
given concurrent program in a way that enables us to compute theirpre�-closures efficiently. Whereas, an LMAP is a pair of MAs, an
LAMAP M is a pair(M1;M2) of AMAs with AMA Mi repre-
senting regular sets of configurations of APDSPi corresponding
to PDSPi. However, the key difficulty in extending the concept
of an LMAP to that of an LAMAP lies in capturing the lock in-
teraction among the PDSs. For an LMAP, the lock interaction is
captured by tracking acquisition histories along individual runs of
the two PDSs. For a PDS every run corresponds to a unique path
of a PDS. The acquisition history of a given lock in a global state
along a path is unique and can be tracked by augmenting the config-
urations of each PDS. However, a run of an APDS has a tree-like
structure and therefore corresponds to multiple paths of the PDS
from which the APDS is derived via the product construction.To
ensure that tree-like runsrun1 and run2 of P1 andP2, respec-
tively, are reconcilable we need to check that for each localpath ofP1 alongrun1 there exists a local pathy of P2 alongrun2 such
thatx andy can be fired in an interleaved fashion, and vice versa.
But this is precisely the same problem that we faced when building
an LMAP for AFf in the previous section. As before, the solu-
tion is to track in each local configurationi of AMA Mi all the
different acquisition histories encountered alongall paths ofwiti
starting ati. Thus anah-augmented configurationof Phi is of
the formi = h(i;AHi); uii. In order to check that augmented
configurations1 = h(1;AH1); u1i and2 = h(2;AH2); u2i
accepted byM1 andM2, respectively, are compatible, one need
merely check that for each acquisition historyah 2 AH1 there is
a compatible acquisition historyah0 2 AH2, and vice versa. In
other words, we let LAMAPA accept = (1; 2) iff 1 and2
is accepted byP1 andP2 via witnesseswit1 andwit2 wherewit1
andwit2 arereconcilablewith respect to each other, i.e., for each
pathx in wit1 there must be a pathy in wit2 such that the local
computations ofP1 andP2 corresponding tox andy, respectively,
can be executed byDP in an interleaved fashion starting at, and
vice versa. This ensures that for eachi, witi is indeed a legitimate
witness fori in the Dual-PDS systemDP.

We show that the model checking problem for PDSs interact-
ing via nested locks can be reduced to the computation ofpre�-
closures of regular sets of configurations accepted by LAMAPs. A
key property of LAMAPs is that not only are they closed under the
computation ofpre�-closures but that thepre�-closure computa-
tion for a given LAMAP can be reduced topre�-closure computa-
tions for regular sets of configurations of theindividual PDSs thus
avoiding the state explosion problem. We start by formally defining
the notion of an LAMAP.

9.1.1 Lock Constrained Alternating Multi-Automata Pair

Let DP be a given Dual-PDS system comprised of the two PDSsP1 = (Q1; At1; �1; 1;�1) and P2 = (Q2; At2; �2; 2;�2), andf = Vi fi a single index alternation-free Mu-Calculus
formula. A Lock-Constrained Alternating Multi-Automata Pair
(LAMAP) for DP, denoted byDP-LAMAP, is a pair (A1;A2),
whereAi = (�i; Qi; Æi; Ii; Fi) is an AMA accepting a (regular)
set of configurations of the APDSPi obtained fromPi by taking
the product ofPi with the alternating automaton forfi. Let 1 =h(1;AH1); u1i; and 2 = h(2; AH2); u2i be ah-augmented
configurations ofP1 andP2, respectively. Recall that by our con-
struction,AHi tracks the set of acquisition histories encountered
along all paths of a tree-like runwi of Pi starting athi; uii with
each acquisition history tupleahij 2 AHi tracking the acquisition
history of some path(s) ofP1 alongw1. Motivated by the Decom-



position Result, we say that acquisition history tuplesah1 = (lh,bah1; :::; bahm; fah1; :::; fahm) andah2 = (lh0; bah01; :::; bah0m;fah01; :::; fah0m) are compatibleiff the following conditions are
satisfied (i)fah-compatibility: there do not exist locksli and lj
such thatli = P1, l0j = P2, li 2 fah0j and lj 2 fahi, (ii) bah-
compatibility: there do not exist locksli andlj such thatli = P1,l0j = P2, li 2 bah0j andlj 2 bahi, and (iii) Disjointness of Lock-
sets: lh \ lh0 = ;. Then for each local path ofP1 alongw1 starting
at 1 to be executable in an interleaved fashion with some local
path ofP2 starting at2, for eachah1j 2 AH1 there must existah2j0 2 AH2 such thatah1j andah2j0 are compatible, and vice
versa, thereby leading us to the following definition.

Definition 14 (LAMAP Acceptance). Let A = (A1;A2) be aDP-LAMAP . We say thatA accepts configuration(hp1; u1i; hp2;u2i; l1; :::; lm) of DP iff there exist acquisition history tuplesAH1 andAH2, with the same locksets as those held byP1 andP2, respectively, in, such that the following holds

1. Ai acceptsh(pi;AHi); uii, and
2. AH1 andAH2 are compatible, viz., for each tupleah1 2 AH1

there exists a tupleah2 2 AH2 such thatah1 and ah2 are
compatible, and vice versa.

Given aDP-LAMAPA, we useConf(A) to denote the set of
configurations ofDP accepted byA. Our broad goal is the reduc-
tion of Model Checking of a Dual-PDS system to its individual
PDSs. This is accomplished by (i) reducing the model checking
problem for single-index alternation free Mu-calculus formulae to
the computation ofpre�-closures for LAMAPs, and (ii) reducing
thepre�-closure for LAMAPs to that for the individual AMAs con-
stituting the LAMAPs. We first show how to computepre�-closure
for a regular set ofah-enhanced configurations accepted by a given
AMA. This will immediately lead to a procedure forpre�-closure
computation for LAMAPs.ah-enhancedpre�-computation. We outline only the broad steps
of the procedure with the details left to the appendix. We start
with an AMA A accepting a regular setC of acquisition history
augmented configurations of an APDSP. Corresponding to each
augmented control state(j ;AH) we have, as in [1], aninitial state(sj ;AH) of the multi-automatonA, and vice versa. We setA0 =A and construct a finite sequence of AMAsA0; :::;Ap resulting
in the AMA Ap such that the set ofah-augmented configurations
accepted byAp is thepre�-closure of the set of AH-augmented
configurations accepted byA. We denote by!i the transition
relation ofAi. For everyi � 0, Ai+1 is obtained fromAi by
conserving the sets of states and transitions ofAi and adding new
transitions as follows. The key difference from the linear time
case is that now we need to compute a pre-image with respect toAX instead ofEX. Thus for every internal transitionhpj ; i ,!fhpk1 ; w1i; :::; hpkn ; wnig and every set(sk1 ;AH1) w1!i Q1 ; :::;(skn ;AHn) wn!i Qn, we add the new transition(sj ;AH1 [ ::: [AHn) !i+1 (Q1 [ ::: [Qn). For every backward execution of a
lock/unlock transition from a configurationh(i;AHi; uii we now
need to update every acquisition history in the setAHi, instead
of merely one. See appendix?? for details. Then we have the
following result.

Proposition 15. Given an APDSP, and a regular set ofah-
augmented configurations ofP accepted by an AMAA, we can
construct an AMAApre� recognizingpre�(Conf(A)) in time
polynomial in the size of the control set ofP and exponential the
size ofA and the number of locks ofP.

Computing the pre�-closure of a LAMAP. Let LC be a regular
set accepted by aDP-LAMAP A = (A1;A2). In this section, we

show that we can construct aDP-LAMAP B = (B1;B2) acceptingpre�(LC).
The Procedure.SinceA1 andA2 are AMAs accepting regular
sets of configurations of the individual APDSsP1 and P2, re-
spectively, we can construct, using the technique presented above,
AMAs B1 and B2, accepting, respectively, thepre�-closures,pre�P1(Conf(A1)) and pre�P2(Conf(A2)). Then the following
result effectively formulates the decomposition ofpre�-closures
for a Dual-PDS system with nested locks to its constituent PDSs.
For the proof, refer to the proof of the more general theorem 20
given in appendix C.

Theorem 16.LetR be a regular set of configurations ofDP ac-
cepted by theDP-LAMAPA. If B is theDP-LAMAP constructed
fromA as above, thenConf(B) = pre�(R).
Complexity Analysis. Note that the computation of an LAMAPB = (B1;B2) accepting thepre�-closure of a given LAMAPA =(A1;A2) reduces to the computation of AMAsBi accepting thepre�-closure ofConf(Ai) for each individual PDSPi, instead of
the entire systemDP. From proposition 15,Bi can be computed in
polynomial time in the size of the control set ofPi and exponential
time in the size ofAi and number of locks ofPi. Thus we have the
following

Theorem 17.Given a Dual-PDS systemDP comprised of PDSsP1 andP2 interacting via nested locks, and aDP-LAMAPA =(A1;A2), we can construct aDP-LAMAP Apre� recognizingpre�(Conf(A)) in time polynomial in the size of the control set
of eachPi exponential time in the size ofA and the number of
locks ofDP.

9.2 The Model Checking Procedure

We now show how to reduce the model checking of Dual-PDS
systems with nested locks for single-index alternation-free mu-
calculus formulas to it individual PDSs.

LetDP be a concurrent program comprised of the PDSsP1 =(Q1; At1;�1; 1;�1) andP2 = (Q2; At2;�2; 2;�2) and a
labeling function�i : Qi ! 2Propi . Let h = Vhi, wherehi
is an alternation-free weak�-calculus formula interpreted over the
control states of threadPi and letVi be a valuation of the free
variables inhi. As in [1], we begin by constructing an APDSPi
that represents the product ofPi and an alternating automaton
for hi. Set � = hi. We start by considering the case where
all the �-subformulas of� are�-formulas. The product APDSPi = (Q�i ;�i; ��i ) of Pi and the alternating automaton forhi, is
straightforward to define and is given in appendix C.1. In order
to decide whether two runs ofP1 andP2 are reconcilable, we
need to augment each configuration ofPi with acquisition history
set information as discussed in section 9.1. With this in mind, letCit be the subset of configurations ofPi containing all augmented
configurations of the form� ([(p;AH;); �℄; u),� ([(p;AH;);:�℄; u),� ([(p;AH;); X℄; u), whereX is free in� andhp; ui 2 Vi(X).
whereAH; is the (2m + 1)-tuple f(;; :::; ;)g - all acquisition
histories are set to the empty set to start with. Clearly, ifVi is a
regular set of configurations for every variableX free in�i, thenCit is also a regular set of configurations. Then using the concept of
signatures for mu-calculus sentences, as in [1], we have.

Proposition 18 ([1]) Let Pi be the APDS obtained fromPi andhi using the construction above. A configurationh(p;AH); ui ofPi belongs to[[�i℄℄ iff the configurationh[(p;AH) ; �i℄; ui of Pi
belongs topre�Pi(Cit)



Furthermore, as in [1], the case where all the�-subformulas of�i
are�-subformulas can now be tackled by (i) noting that the nega-
tion of �i is equivalent to a formula�0i in positive normal form
whose�-subformulas are all�-subformulas (ii) applying propo-
sition 18, to construct an AMA which accepts the configurations
of Pi that satisfy�0i, and finally (iii) using the fact that AMAs
are closed under complementation. Then the general case forthe
alternation-free mu calculus can be handled by recursivelyapply-
ing the procedure for the above two cases (see [1] for details) giving
us the following result analogous to that in [1], but for PDSswithah-augmented control states.

Theorem 19 ([1])LetPi be the APDS corresponding to threadPi
as constructed above, and lethi a formula of the alternation-free
mu-calculus interpreted over the local configurations ofPi, and letVi be a valuation of the free variables ofhi. We can construct an
AMAAhi such thatConf(Ahi ) = [[hi℄℄Ti(Vi).
The key reduction result is formulated below.

Theorem 20 (Reduction Result)A configuration = (hp1; u1i;hp2; u2i; l1; :::; lm) of DP belongs to[[h℄℄ iff there exists a pair
of compatible acquisition history setsAH1 andAH2 such that the
configuration(h[(p1;AH1); h1℄; u1i; h [(p2;AH2); h2℄; u2i; l1;:::; lm) is accepted by theDP-LAMAPAh = (Ah1 ;Ah2 ).
This reduces the model checking problem to the constructionof the
AMAs Ahi . Then using theorem 17 and the above construction we
have the following.

Theorem 21 (Single-index Mu-Calculus Decidability)The model
checking problem for single index alternation-free weak Mu-
Calculus formulas for Dual-PDS systems synchronizing via nested
locks is decidable in time exponential in the sizes of control states
of the individual PDSs and the number of locks.

Rendezvous and Broadcasts.For PDS interacting via rendezvous
and broadcasts, even single-index reachability is undecidable [15]
which implies undecidability of the model checking problemfor
single-index Alternation-free Mu-Calculus.

10. Conclusion
Among prior work on the verification for concurrent programs, [3]
attempts to generalize the techniques given in [1] to handlepush-
down systems communicating via CCS-style pairwise rendezvous.
However since even reachability is undecidable for such a frame-
work, the procedures are not guaranteed to terminate in general but
only for certain special cases, some of which the authors identify.
The key idea here is to restrict interaction among the threads so as
to bypass the undecidability barrier. Another natural way to obtain
decidability is to explore the state space of the given concurrent
multi-threaded program for a bounded number of context switches
among the threads [14]. For PDSs interacting via rendezvous, over-
approximation techniques to achieve termination while performing
reachability are considered in [5].

Other related interesting work includes the use of tree automata
[12] and logic programs [8] for model checking the processesal-
gebra PA which allows modeling of non-determinism, sequential
and parallel composition and recursion. The reachability analysis
of Constrained Dynamic Pushdown Networks which extend the
PA framework by allowing PDSs that can spawn new PDSs to
model fork operations, was considered in [4]. However, neither
model allows communication among processes. To model interac-
tion among threads, Asynchronous Dynamic Pushdown Network
has been proposed recently [2]. This model allows communica-
tion via shared variables which however makes the model check-
ing problem undecidable. This problem is bypassed by considering

the restrictedbounded model checkingproblem wherein only those
computations of the given program are explored where each thread
is only allowed a bounded number of updates to the shared vari-
ables. Another approach that has been explored is to extend the
classical procedure-summary based inter-procedural dataflow anal-
ysis for sequential programs to concurrent programs via theuse of
transactions [13].

In this paper, we have focused on the model checking of In-
teracting Pushdown Systems synchronizing via the standardprimi-
tives - locks, rendezvous and broadcasts, for rich classes of tem-
poral properties - both linear and branching time. Since inter-
procedural dataflow analysis for concurrent programs hinges on an
efficient model checking algorithms for interacting PDS systems, it
is important we identify temporal logic fragments and useful mod-
els of interacting PDSs for which the problem is decidable. In this
paper, we have accomplished precisely this. Specifically, we have
formulated new efficient algorithms for model checking interact-
ing PDSs for important fragments of LTL and Mu-Calculus. Addi-
tionally, we also delineate precisely the decidability boundary for
each of the standard synchronization primitives thereby settling the
model checking problem.
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A. Appendix

B. Model CheckingL(X;F;1F)
Theorem. (Decomposition Result)LetDP be a Dual-PDS sys-
tems comprised of the two PDSsP1 andP2 with nested locks. Then
configuration of DP is backward reachable from configurationd iff configurations1 =  # P1 of P1 and 2 =  # P2 of P2
are backward reachable from configurationsd1 = d # P1 andd2 = d # P2, respectively, via computation pathsx andy of sys-
tems comprised solely of PDSsP1 andP2, respectively, such that

1. Lock-Set(P1; 1) \ Lock-Set(P2; 2) = ;
2. Lock-Set(P1;d1) \ Lock-Set(P2;d2) = ;
3. Locks-Acq(x) \ Locks-Held(y)= ; and Locks-Acq(y) \ Locks-

Held(x)= ;, where for pathz, Locks-Acq(z) is the set of locks
that are acquired (and possibly released) alongz and Locks-
Held(z) is the set of locks that are held in all states inz.

4. there do not exist locksl 2 Lock-Set(P1; 1) and l0 2 Lock-
Set(P2; 2) such thatl 2 bah(P2; 2; l0; y) andl0 2 bah(P1; 1; l; x).

5. there do not exist locksl 2 Lock-Set(P1;d1) and l0 2 Lock-
Set(P2;d2) such thatl 2 fah(P2; 2; l0; y) andl0 2 fah(P1; 1; l; x).

Proof
()) Let x andy be local computations ofP1 andP2 satisfying

conditions 1-5 in the statement of the above theorem. We showthat
there is a valid computationw of DP from  tod that results from
interleaving the local transitions fired alongx andy.

To start with, we assume thatLocks-Held(x) = ; = Locks-
Held(y). Then since each of the PDSsP1 and P2 has nested
locks, it follows that there exist statese1 ande2 alongx and y
such thatLock-Set(e1) = ; = Lock-Set(e2). Using the backward
decomposition result, it follows from conditions 1 and 4, that there
is a valid computationw0 of DP, leading from global state toe, wheree # P1 = e1 and e # P2 = e2. Similarly from the
fact thatLock-Set(e1) = ; = Lock-Set(e2), it follows, using the
forward decomposition result and conditions 2 and 5, that there is a
valid computationw00 of DP leading from statese to d. Then the
concatenationw = w0w00 gives us the desired computation.

Now consider the case whenLocks-Held(x) andLocks-Held(y)
need not be empty. Note thatLocks-Held(x) andLocks-Held(y) are
those subsets of locks inLock-Set(1; P1) and Lock-Set(2; P2)
that are not released alongx andy, respectively. Then the same
argument as above applies except that now statese1 and e2 are
such thatLock-Set(e1) = Locks-Held(x) and Lock-Set(e2) =
Locks-Held(y). From condition 3, it follows that none of the op-
erations pertaining to locks in the setLocks-Held(x) are executed
alongy, and vice versa. Thus none of the operations on locks in
Locks-Held(x) alongx conflict with an operation alongy, and vice
versa. Thus when interleaving transitions ofx andy, all conflicts
arise from operations on locks others than those in the setLocks-
Held(x)[ Locks-Held(y) but such conflicts were already handled
in the previous case.

(() Conversely, letw be a computation ofDP from  to d.
Let x be the local computation ofP1 executed alongw from 1 tod1 andy the local computation ofP2 executed alongw from 2 tod2. Conditions 1 and 2 follow immediately from the fact that a lock
cannot simultaneously be held by more than one thread. Againif a
lock l held by threadP1 at  is not released by it alongx thenP2
cannot perform any action onl. Similarly, if a lockl0 held byP2 at is not released by it alongy thenP1 cannot perform any action
on l0. These two observations give us condition 3.

Let LR1 = Lock-Set(1; P1)n Locks-Held(x) and LR2 =
Lock-Set(2; P2)n Locks-Held(y). Then since locks are nested,
there exists a local configuratione1 of P1 alongx such thatLock-
Set(e1; P1) = Locks-Held(x), viz., none of the locks inLR1 are

held in e1. Similarly, there exists a local configuratione2 of P2
alongy such thatLock-Set(e2; P2) = Locks-Held(y), viz., none
of the locks inLR2 are held ine2. Let w1 andw2 be the first
global configurations ofDP encountered in traversingw from 
to d such thatw1 # P1 = e1 andw2 # P2 = e2. We consider
the case wherew1 occurs prior tow2 alongw, the other case being
handled similarly. We now restructurew to get a new computationw0 of DP from  to d as follows. Alongw0 we first execute the
same local transitions as alongw till be reach global configurationw1. Here PDSP1 holds only locks in the setLocks-Held(x).
Next we let only PDSP2 fire till it reaches local configuratione2 andDP reaches global configurationw01, say. Note thatP2
can execute these transitions asP1 which currently holds only the
locks in Locks-Held(x) cannot interfere withP2 as, by condition
3 proved above, it does not execute any transition on a lock in
Locks-Held(x). Similarly, we may now letP1 execute the local
transitions fired byP1 along the subsequence ofw fromw1 tow2.
Note thatP1 can execute these transitions asP2 which currently
holds only the locks inLocks-Held(y) cannot interfere withP1 as,
by condition 3 proved above, it does not execute any transition on
a lock inLocks-Held(y). Note that at this pointDP reaches global
configurationw2 after which we let it fire the same sequence of
transitions as were fired alongw from w2 to d. Note that inw01,
for eachi, threadPi does not hold any lock inLRi. Then using
the backward decomposition result, we have that there do notexist
locks l 2 LR1 and l0 2 LR2 such thatl0 2 bah(P1; 1; l; x)
andl 2 bah(P2; 2; l0; y). For a lockl 2 Lock-Set(1; P1) n LR1,
using condition 3 proved above, we have thatl cannot be acquired
or released alongy and so cannot belong to the BAH of any lock
alongy and hence for these locks condition 4 holds vacuously. A
similar argument applies for any lockl0 2 Lock-Set(2; P2)nLR2.
The fact that condition 5 holds can be proved in a similar fashion
using the forward decomposition result.

B.1 AH-enhancedpre�-closure computation

We start with an MAA accepting a regular setC of AH-augmented
configurations of a thread (PDA)P . Corresponding to each aug-
mented control state(pj ; l1; :::; lm; fah1; :::; fahm; bah1; :::;bahm; lhi; lr) we have, as in [1], aninitial state(sj ; l1; :::; lm;fah1; :::; fahm; bah1; :::; bahm; lhi; lr) of the multi-automatonA,
and vice versa. We setA0 = A and construct a finite sequence
of multi-automataA0; :::;Ap resulting in the multi-automatonAp
such that the set of AH-augmented configurations accepted byAp
is thepre�-closure of the set of AH-augmented configurations ac-
cepted byA. We denote by!i as the transition relation ofAi. For
everyi � 0, Ai+1 is obtained fromAi by conserving the sets of
states and transitions ofAi and adding new transitions as follows� for every transition(pj; ) ,! (pk; w) and every stateq such

that (sk; l1; :::; lm; fah1; ::::; fahm;, bah1; :::; bahm, lhi; lr)w�!i q add a new transition(sj ; l1; :::; lm; fah1; :::; fahm;bah1; :::; bahm, lhi; lr) �!i+1 q.� for every lock release operationpj release(li),! pk and for ev-
ery state(sk; l1; :::; lm; fah1; ::::; fahm; bah1; :::; bahm, lhi;lr) of Ai we add a transition(sj ; l01; :::; l0m; fah01; :::; fah0m,bah01; :::; bah0m,lhi0; lr0) �!i+1 (sk; l1; :::; lm; fah1; ::::; fahm;bah1; :::; bahm, lhi; lr) to Ai+1 where� is the empty symbol;li =?; l0i = T ; and forr 6= i, l0r = lr. For each lockli0 , ifli0 2 lhi n lr thenfah0i0 = fahi0 [ flig, elsefah0i0 = fahi0 . For
eachi0, bah0i = bahi.� for every lock acquire operationpj aquire(li),! pk and for
every state(sk; l1; :::; lm; fah1; ::::; fahm; bah1; :::; bahm, lhi;lr) of Ai we add a transition(sj ; l01; :::; l0m; fah1; :::; fahm;



bah01; :::; bah0m, lhi; lr0) �!i+1 (sk; l1; :::; lm; fah1; ::::; fahm,bah1; :::; bahm, lhi; lr) to Ai+1 where� is the empty symbol;li = T ; l0i =? and forr 6= i, l0r = lr. Also, if li 2 lhi n lr thenlr0 = lr[flig. Finally, for each lockli0 , wherei0 6= i, if li 6=?,
thenbah0i = bahi [ flig.

Proposition 6.For any formulaf ofL(X;F;1F), we can construct

an equivalent formulaf 0 where the temporal operator
1F quantifies

only over atomic propositions or negations thereof.

Proof Follows by noting that (i)
1F (1F f) �1F f , (ii)

1F (Ff) �1Ff , (iii)
1F (f1 _ f2) �1F f1_ 1F f2, (iv)

1F (f1 ^ Ff2) �1Ff1 ^ F 1F f2, and (v)
1F (f1^ 1F f2) �1F f1^ 1F f2. Using these

observations, one can drive the
1F operator down the formula till

all the sub-formulae quantified by
1F are boolean combinations of

atomic propositions only.

Theorem 7 (
1F -Reduction Result) Dual-PDS systemDP has a

run satisfying
1F f starting from an initial configuration if and

only if there exist� 2 �1; � 2 �2; u 2 ��1; v 2 ��2; a configura-
tiong satisfyingf ; configurationslf1 andlf2 in which all locks are
free; lock valuesl1; :::; lm; l01; :::; l0m; control statesp0; p000 2 P1,q0; q00 2 P2; u0; u00; u000 2 ��1; and v0; v00; v000 2 ��2 satisfying the
following conditions
1. ) (hp; �ui; hq0; v0i; l1; :::; lm)
2. (hp; �i; hq0; v0i; l1; :::; lm)) (hp0; u0i; hq; �vi; l01; :::; l0m)
3. (hp0; u0i; hq; �i; l01; :::; l0m)) lf1 ) g) lf2) (hp; �u00i; hq00; v00i; l1; :::; lm)) (hp000; u000i; hq; �v000i; l01; :::; l0m)

Proof
()) Let x = x0; x1; ::: be a run ofDP satisfying

1F f . For
every i � 0, let xi be the suffix ofx starting atxi and fork 2 f1; 2g, let dki be the minimum depth of the stack of PDSPk among all configurations occurring alongxi.

Let subsequencexik0 ; xik1 ; ::: of x be such that forj � 0, xikj
is the first configuration occurring alongxj where the stack of PDSPk has depthdkj . Since the number of control locations ofPk is
finite, there exists a subsequencexmk0 ; xmk1 ; ::: of xik0 ; xik1 ; :::
such that all configurations occurring along it have the samecontrol
location and the same symbol�k on the top ofPk ’s stack.

Using the fact thatP1 andP2 have nested locks and the assump-
tion that each lock that is acquired along a run ofDP is eventually
released,we have that along each run ofDP for each PDSPk there
are infinitely many statesxek0 ; xek1 ; ::: whereTk does not have
possession of any lock. Finally sincex is an accepting run there
exist infinitely many accepting configurations alongx.

Combining the above observations, we have that there exista; b; ; f; h; r; s such thatx0 ) xm10 ) xm2a ) xe1b )xe2 ) g ) xe1f ) xe2h ) xm1r ) xm2s , whereg is a
configuration satisfyingf .

We can assume without loss of generality thate1b = e2.
Indeed if that is not the case then fromx we can construct a new
computationx0 by rescheduling the firing of transitions ofx which
has the desired properties. Computationx0 has the same prefix of
lengthe1b asx. Then starting at global configurationx0e1b = xe1b ,
we let PDSP2 execute the same sequence of transitions as were
fired by P2 along the subsequencexe1b ; :::; xe2 . Note that this
sequence of transitions is enabled as threadP1 does not possess any
locks in statex0e1b and furthermore it does not offer any competition
for locks toP2 as it does not execute any transitions. Thus in the

resulting configuration, denoted byx0e02 , neither thread is in the
possession of any lock. Now we letP1 execute the same sequence
of local transitions as were fired byP1 alongxe1b ; :::; xe2 without
lettingP2 execute any transition. It is easy to see that the resulting
global state isx2, thus establishing our claim. We may similarly
assume thate1f = e2h resulting in the following sequencex0 )xm10 ) xm2a ) xe1b ) g ) xe1f ) xm1r ) xm2s . We can
now setlf 1 = xe1b andlf 2 = xe1f .

Let xm10 = (hp; �ui; hq0; v0i; l1; :::; lm). By definition ofxm10 ; xm11 ; :::, in each configuration occurring alongx betweenxm10 andxm1r the stack content ofP1 has the form�u00u for
someu00. In particular, the configuration ofP1 in xm1r is of the
form hp; �u1ui.

A similar argument holds for PDSP2. In this case, if the config-
uration ofP2 in xm2a is of the formhq; �vi, then in each configu-
ration occurring alongx betweenxm2a andxm2s the stack content
of threadP2 has the form�v00v. In particular, the configuration ofP2 in xm2s is of the formhq; �v2vi.

This give us the desired result.

(() Let �, �, � be sequences of global configurations realizing
conditions 1, 2 and 3, respectively, in the statement of the theorem.
We now show how to use pumping to construct a computation ofDP that has infinitely many occurrence of a configuration satisfy-
ing f . Below, we first define sequences of transitions spliced from�, � and� that we will concatenate appropriately to construct the
accepting computation sequence.� seq1: the sequence of transitions ofP1 fired along�.� seq2: the sequence of transitions ofP1 fired along� between

the configurations(hp0; u0i; hq; �i; l01; :::; l0m) andlf 1.� seq3: the sequence of transitions ofP1 fired along� between
the configurationslf 2 and(hp; �u1i; hq1; v1i; l1; :::; lm).� seq4: the sequence of transitions ofP2 fired along� between
the configurations(hp0; u0i; hq; �i; l01; :::; l0m) andlf 1.� seq5: the sequence of transitions ofP1 fired along � be-
tween the configurationslf 2 and(hp; �u1i; hq1; v1i; l1; :::; lm).(hp0; u0i; hq; �i; l01; :::; l0m) andlf 1.� �0: the sequence of transitions fired along� till lf 2.� �00: the sequence of transitions fired along� betweenlf 1 andlf 2.

Then it can be seen that���0(seq3seq1seq2seq5seq4�00)! is a
desired computation ofDP .

C. The Model Checking Procedure
C.1 Defining the Product APDS

We define the productTi = (P�i ;�i;��i ), where� P�i = (Pi � 2AH) � l(�), wherel(�) is theFischer-Ladner
Closureof � andAH is the set of all possible acquisition history
tuples, viz.,(2L)2jLj+3, whereL is the set of locks used byTi.
HerePi � 2AH represents the AH-augmented state ofTi� ��i is the smallest set of transition rules satisfying the following
conditions for every state[p; �℄ and every stack symbol 2 �

if � = �1 _ �2, then ([p; �℄; ) ,! ([p; �1℄; ) and([p; �℄; ) ,! ([p; �2℄; )
if � = �1^�2, then([p; �℄; ) ,!f([p; �1℄; ); ([p; �2℄; )g
if � = �Y: (Y ) then([p; �℄; ) ,! ([p;  (�)℄;)
if � = 9 w  and (p; ) ,! (q; w) 2 �i then([p; �℄; ) ,! ([p;  ℄; w)



if � = 8   then([p; �℄; ) ,! f([q;  ℄; w)j (p; ) ,!(q; w)g.
C.2 ah-enhancedpre�-computation

We give procedure to construct an AMA accepting thepre�-closure
of a regular set ofah-enhanced configurations of an APDSP
accepted by a given AMAA. An acquisition history enhanced
configuration of{ is of the form h(p;AH); ui, whereAH =fah1; :::; ahtg is a set ofacquisition history tuplesthat tracks the
set of acquisition histories along all paths of a run ofT starting athp; ui. Each tupleAHi is of the form(lh; bah1; :::; bahm; fah1;:::; fahm; lhi; lp), wherelh denotes the locks held currently;bahj
andfahj entries track, respectively, the backward and forward ac-
quisition histories of locklj . The entrieslhi and lp are required
for computingfah while performing a backward reachability anal-
ysis. Note that, by definition, thefah of lock l along a pathx from1 to d1 is the set of locks that were acquired and released since
the last acquisition ofl in traversing forward alongx. Then, while
traversingx backwards, we stop updating thefah of lock l after
encountering the first acquisition ofl alongx as all lock operations
on l encountered after that are immaterial. Thelhi entry is the set
of locks held initially ind1 when starting the backward reachabil-
ity. The lr entry is the set of locks fromlhi that have been acquired
so far in the backward search. For a lockl 2 lhi, once a transition
acquiringl is encountered for the first time while performing back-
ward reachability, we add it tolr and stop modifying it’sfah even
if it is acquired or released again during the backward search.

Corresponding to each augmented control state(j ;AH) we
have, as in [1], aninitial state(sj ;AH) of the multi-automatonA,
and vice versa. We setA0 = A and construct a finite sequence of
AMAs A0; :::;Ap resulting in the AMAAp such that the set of
AH-augmented configurations accepted byAp is thepre�-closure
of the set of AH-augmented configurations accepted byA. We
denote by!i the transition relation ofAi. For everyi � 0, Ai+1
is obtained fromAi by conserving the sets of states and transitions
of Ai and adding new transitions as follows� for every transitionhj ; i ,! fhk1 ; w1i; :::; hpkn ; wnig and

every set(sk1 ;AH1) w1!i Q1 ; :::; (skn ;AHn) wn!i Qn, we add
the new transition(sj ;AH1[:::[AHn) !i+1 (Q1[:::[Qn).� for every lock release operationj release(li0 ),! k and for ev-
ery state(sk; fah1; ::::; ahh g) of Ai we add a transition(sj ; fah01; :::; ah0hg) �!i+1 (sk; fah1; ::::; ahhg) to Ai+1
where � is the empty symbol and for1 � q � h, ahq =(lhq; bahq1; :::; bahqm; fahq1; :::; fahqm; lhiq ; lrq) and ah0q =(lh0q; bah0q1; :::; bah0qm; fah0q1; :::; fah0qm; lhiq ; lrq), whereli0 62lhq and lh0q = lhq [ fli0g and for lock lr, if lr = P thenbah0qr = bahqr [ fli0g elsebah0qr = bahqr = ; and iflr 2 lhiq n lrq thenfah0qr = fahqr [ fli0g, elsefah0qr = fahqr.� for every lock acquire operationpj aquire(li0 ),! pk and for
every state(sk; fah1; :::; ahhg) of Ai we add a transition(sj ;fah01; :::; ah0hg) �!i+1 (sk; fah1; :::; ahhg) toAi+1 where� is
the empty symbol; for1 � q � h, ahq = (lhq; bahq1; :::;bahqm; fahq1; :::; fahqm; lhiq ; lrq) and ah0q = (lh0q ; bah0q1;:::; bah0qm; fahq1; :::; fahqm; lhiq; lr0q), where li0 2 lhq andlh0q = lhq n fli0g; bah0qi0 = ;; and forr 6= i0, bah0qr = bahqr.
Also, if li0 2 lhiq n lrq thenlr0q = lrq [ fli0g

C.3 The Reduction Result

Theorem 20. A configuration = (hp1; u1i; hp2; u2i; l1; :::;lm) of DP belongs to[[h℄℄ iff there exists a pair of compatible ac-
quisition history setsAH1 andAH2 such that the configuration

(h[(p1;AH1); h1℄; u1i; h [(p2;AH2); h2℄; u2i; l1; :::; lm) is ac-
cepted by theDP-LAMAPAh = (Ah1 ;Ah2).
Proof Sketch.

()) Let  = (hp1; u1i; hp2; u2i; l1; :::; lm) 2 [[h℄℄. Then sinceh = Vi hi is a single index formula, for eachi, there exists a
tree-like model, i.e., a run ofPi for �i starting ati = hpi; uii
denoted bymi such thatm1 andm2 are reconcilable with each
other. Reconcilability betweenm1 andm2 means by definition
that for every local pathx of P1 in witnessm1 starting at1,
there exists a local pathy of P2 in m2 starting at2 such thatx and y can be executed in an interleaved fashion starting at,
and vice versa for every local path of witnessm2 starting at2.
Note that these models could in general be infinite, but sincethe
atomic propositions in�1 and�2 are interpreted over the control
states ofP1 andP2, respectively, which are finite, these exists fi-
nite witnesseswit1 andwit2 of modelsm1 andm2 that result by
folding these models inside the transition diagrams of the APDSP1 andP2, respectively. Furthermore sincem1 andm2 are recon-
cilable so are witnesseswit1 andwit2. LetAH1 andAH2 be the
acquisition history sets for configurations1 and2 encountered
along the paths of the witnesseswit1 andwit2, respectively. Since
witnesseswit1 and wit2 are reconcilable,AH1 andAH2 are
compatible. Also since for eachi, witi is a model forhi at i, we
have thatAi accepts the augmented configurationh(pi;AHi); uii.
Thus combining the above facts, we have that the configura-
tion (h[(p1;AH1); h1℄; u1i; h[(p2;AH2); h2℄; u2i; l1; :::; lm) is
accepted by the LAMAPAh = (Ah1 ;Ah2).

(() Let configuration(h[(p1;AH1); h1℄; u1i; h[(p2; AH2);h2℄; u2 i; l1; :::; lm) be accepted by the LAMAPAh = (Ah1 ;Ah2 ). Then for eachi, Ai accepts the augmented configurationh(pi;AHi); uii. Then there exist (tree-like) witness runswit1 andwit2 from configurations1 and 2 of P1 andP2, respectively,
such thatAHi is precisely the set of acquisition history tuples
encountered along all paths ofwiti. SinceAH1 andAH2 are
compatible, starting at global configuration ofDP, for each local
pathx of witnesswit1 starting at1, there exists a local pathy
of wit2 starting at2 such thatx and y can be executed in an
interleaved fashion starting at, and vice versa for every local
path of witnesswit2 starting at2. Thus we have that for eachi, i 2 [[hi℄℄ implies that 2 [[hi℄℄. Then using the fact that eachhi
is a single index formula interpreted only over the control states ofPi, we have that 2 [[hi ^ h2℄℄ thereby proving our result.


